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A noted author and Jungian analyst teaches how to use dreams and inner exercises to achieve

personal wholeness and a more satisfying life.
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Before "Inner Work" I had read a few other dream interpretation books all of which basically

described certain recurring dream images and labelled them with a limited definition: basically they

were the "Teacher's Edition" to understanding your dreams with the answers in the back. I never

understood how an image, say a snake or falling, could be interpreted in basically the same way by

so many different people. Johnson explains why you can't. Images are personal and have to be

interpreted by the dreamer and Johnson describes how to use "active imagination" to not only figure

out what your dreams mean but how they can help along your life journey. This book really helped

me tap into the "invisible" part of my consciousness and make practical, healthy changes in my life

and prayer. His comparison of archetypes (universally shared images) and personal symbols was

most appreciated. Complex ideas are explained in a way that any neophyte to dream analysis can

understand and apply to your own life. Johnson explains how to make practical and physical

changes by conversing with your dreams.

In my efforts to understand and deal with my child's nightmares, I have found respite in Robert

Johnson's Inner Work. I have trusted his books for some time because he has a gift for using



Jungian principles and keeping things simple. By using archetypal comparisons rather than

personal anecdotes, his approach to teaching you how to explore dreams is direct and unbiased.

He offers an overview of necessary terms and reminds us (quoting from Carl Jung) that "God

speaks in dream."This book does not claim to be the ultimate book on dream analysis but it gives

you the tools to explore your unconscious in his 4-step to Active Imagination. His approach to

understanding symbols empowers you to make your own definitions and associations, rather than

telling you what they mean universally, because everyone is different - and that is so the case with

my daughter.If you are looking to develop the understanding your mind at sleep, this is a great

introduction. I would also suggestÂ The Nightmare SolutionÂ for other approaches on working out

your dreams and We, He, and She by Robert Johnson.

One night I had a dream that I was a pitcher on a softball team. My older brother was playing first

base and yelling abusive things about me like, "Get him out of there! He don't know what he's

doing!" I went to pitch the ball, drew my arm back and saw someone standing between the pitchers

mound and home plate. He had on a ball cap and was standing with his head down so I couldn't

identify who it was. I couldn't pitch with him there. That is where the dream ended. The following

evening I decided to follow some of the suggestions from Inner Work and see if the identity of "the

man in the way" would be revealed. I went back and relived the dream. At the point I was ready to

pitch the ball, I stopped and walked up to him. I asked him to reveal to me who he was. He slowly

raised his head and I found myself staring into my own face. I realized form that experience that I

was "standing in my own way!" I asked myself to move out of the way, and went back to pitch the

game. Previously I had thought it was the messages embedded in my psychic memory from

verbally abusive types, particularly my older brother. This work revealed to me where the problem

really originated. Since this work I have been able to return to school, recieve a degree in Fine Art,

and am now embarking on publication of a book of my artwork. I have moved out of my own way as

a result of the suggestions from this book. I highly recommend this for anyone wishing to resolve

specific problems in their life. I gave it 5 stars. See them here *****.

Everyone, I'm told, has dreams during sleep whether they are remembered or not. Some people

dream in color (I do), others in black and white only. Robert Johnson's book on Inner Work is just

that, a book that is a guide to finding and communicating with the inner self - the true you. Our lives

are so fragmented today, we are all encouraged to "multi-task" - housewives frequently talk on the

phone while doing the dishes, busy executives shave while driving; other people type on laptop



computers while flying to a destination. I believe that some of our time-saving measures are

cheating us out of living in reality - of enjoying this present moment.Robert Johnson encourages his

readers to take the time to establish communication with the inner self, to find out what obstacles

exist to accomplishing life-goals; to discover the steps that must be taken; to deal with underlying

fears; to strengthen foundations and build new bridges to deeper levels of the unconscious self,and

then release the energy that needs expression. It truly is a journey of Inner Work.I am still in the

process of reading and working through this book. I'm sure it'll take a while longer, but it's been

worth every bit of the time I've spent on it. I am changed, I am different, the quality of my life is

richer, and I am definitely more in touch with who I am, with my current existence and presence.This

book is a must for anyone whose life has whirled into the outer limits. Take the time and do it

properly. You have everything to gain.
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